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Introducing the first blush in a brush!

Push.

Blush.

REVLON AIR BLUSH
Automatic Powder Blush

Leave it to Revlon to create the first automatic blush—AIR BLUSH. Hidden in the handle of the brush is our extraordinary, exclusive powder. Simply pump the bellows and press—a perfect dose is released into the brush. Now, because our blush is a silky loose powder the texture is softer, smoother. The colors sheerer. More radiant. The results unbelievably glorious, natural. Chic cheek perfection every time.
COLORPRINTING

Matches makeup to your skintone, exactly.

PRESRIPTIVE
expert care for blonde hair

Blonde hair, whether natural, coloured, or highlighted, needs special care to protect it from dulling and unwanted brassy tone. Whether you’re the colour of cool champagne or honey, perfect blonde shampoo and conditioner will instantly enhance and brighten your blonde hair, leaving it clear and light. There’s a moisture-rich conditioning treatment to keep your hair soft and shiny, and a styling mousse to naturally hold your style in place whilst protecting it from sun and heat damage.

It’s great to be blonde

perfect blonde

By

Andrew Collinge

salon solutions
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www.andrewcollinge.com
MAN IS NOT SO SIMPLE, AFTER ALL
NO MORE SORE BALLS

Girls - New 'invisible' Scholl Party Feet gel cushions help prevent that painful feeling you get in the balls of your feet. So now, when you wear your fave heels... you can party on... and on...
THIS COLOR WILL NEVER BECOME EXTINCT.

Thousands of women every day reach the end of their favorite lipstick color only to find it's been discontinued. Today, Visage Beauté will custom blend you a new one. Right at our counter, in front of your eyes. Our Color Artists will blend any color you want. A lipstick. A blush. A shadow. In a color you know or a color you have never seen before. Custom blended color from Visage Beauté. The most magnificent idea in colors for your face since the idea of beauty began.

I want what I want and I get it from Visage Beauté.

VISAGE BEAUTÉ
The Custom Color Company

Vogue September 1989
Think about it. Would you really trust a great perm to anything but Perma Soft®?
No way. The shampoo, conditioner, and styling products are specially designed to care for permed hair. They keep it soft and shiny without relaxing the curl. Why even think of using anything else?
TWICE THE LASHES.
TWICE THE FREEDOM.
COME RAIN OR SHINE.

NEW WATERPROOF

"For smiling eyes like those in Mona Lisa Smile, I recommend More Lashes. It volumises and separates to give you the look of twice the lashes. And with Waterproof you can keep that glamorous look, come rain or shine."

RICHARD DUN, A PRINCIPAL
MAKE-UP ARTIST MONA LISA SMILE

MAX FACTOR
THE MAKE-UP OF MAKE-UP ARTISTS

Coming soon on DVD!
LUX
Brings out the star in you
It’s the pearls of rich fruit oils in our new shower gel that add a little opening night radiance to any girl’s skin.
For the first time, a brilliant combination of care and gloss. Now there's a new way to give your lips a beautiful glossy finish, with NIVEA Lip Care - CareGloss & Shine. Its unique, non-sticky formula provides all the moisturising care your lips need.

Care that shines on

NIVEA Lip Care
The Real Bling

Watch featured A2-24150 £90
set with 296 genuine Swarovski rainbow crystals, the ultimate bling piece from Accu 2.6. Also available with anthracite, gold and clear Swarovski crystals. Available to buy from branches of Beaverbrooks, Ernest Jones, Fraser Hart, Goldsmiths, H Samuel, John Lewis, Debenhams and

See Jewellery and Accessories UK
Some like it hot!

Over 120 nail colors with exclusive long-wearing, chip resistant formula. Available at Trade Secret, Ulta and all fine salons.

call 1.800.232.1155 or visit www.essie.com
here's how to get big hair...
Bigger is better! Give your locks a sexy boost and run wild with Sexy Hair Concepts. Show gravity a thing or two with instant lift and volume for out-of-this-world hair!

1. Spray Root Pump into damp locks at the scalp area and blow dry. This volumizing spray mousse pumps up big volume with a medium hold.
2. Go ahead, be a tease! NEW What a Tease Backcomb in a Bottle grabs hair and gives it massive volume without knots or breakage. Simply lift sections of your hair and spray What a Tease into dry hair. Release and repeat with the next section. Use your fingers to separate and expand your shape.
3. Finish and hold with Spray & Play and then treat your hair to radiant shine with a pump of Big Shine to finish your lucky new look.

50% OFF
Buy 1 Sexy Hair Concepts styling and finishing product and get the 2nd 50% off. 2nd product must be of equal or lesser value. Offer valid March 23 - April 30.

TRADE SECRET SALONS
THE NEWEST SALON PRODUCTS NOW
Choose from over 90 professional beauty brands at Trade Secret or Beauty Express Salons. Located in 48 states at a major shopping center near you. Call 1.800.988.1177 or visit www.tradesecret.com or www.beautyexpresssalon.com for locations. Salon services also available.
WHIP UP A NOURISHING SHINE.

**New!** ALMAY WhippedGloss™
A sheer kiss of shiny color whipped together with nourishing botanicals. In ten irresistible shades. The effect is delicious.

almay.com
Really clean skin starts with Sea Breeze Facial Cleansing Gel. Its unique formula lifts and dissolves dirt and make-up. Then rinses away. Without leaving a residue that can make your skin feel tight or greasy. Why settle for ordinary clean? When you can have the refreshing, cleaner clean of Sea Breeze.
“Timing is everything.”

The Carolee Watches

Carolee
OUTRAGEOUS SWISS WATCHES
at selected
nordstrom stores

© 1989 Carolee, 385 FIFth Avenue, NYC, NY 10016.
NEW

Surprisingly crispy, deliciously smooth
NEWWFOOD

CAESAR SALAD

Freshly made every day, our delicious new Caesar Salad comes with a choice of grilled or crispy chicken. The warm chicken is served on a bed of six different varieties of "laimes", topped with Hidden cheese, croutons and a delicious creamy dressing. And for a lighter salad, you can choose grilled chicken and bacon dressing, without croutons for just 290 calories. The Caesar Salad is just one of the surprises on our all-new Salads Plus menu. Along with the Lemon Ranch Salad, a Grilled Chicken Caprese Sandwich and our Fruit & Yogurt with juicy berries, all of which are here to stay.

NEWWPEOPLE

TESSA

Tessa is typical of the new breed of customers attracted to McDonald's thanks to the introduction of our Salads Plus menu. Tessa enjoys going to the gym but, like many of us, she just never finds the time. She loves the Caesar Salad with crispy chicken that she's just discovered at McDonald's. And when she's feeling particularly virtuous, she goes for the lighter salad with grilled chicken and bacon dressing, but no croutons. Just like her enthusiasm for our Caesar Salad, Tessa, like the Salads Plus menu, will be a permanent fixture at McDonald's.
Bye-bye ultra dry.

Introducing
Never Say Dry™
Extra-rich moisture cream

While dry is fine for wit and wine, it drags a complexion down. Extracts found in Cherries, Plums, Apples and Pears satisfy even deeply depleted skin’s major moisture cravings. And big softies including Shea Butter, Grape Seed and Apricot Kernel Oil help parched skin look happy, healthy and well-hydrated for hours.

ORIGINS
Soho, NorthPark Center, Century City
www.origins.com